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1.0

Introduction and background

This document sets out the written reasons for my determination of the livestock capacity and
type in a deemed permit under the Agricultural Operation Practices Act (AOPA). The subject of
the determination is a beef operation located at NE-32-009-21 W4M (this quarter section will be
referred to as “the site”). The process of ascertaining livestock capacity and livestock type
under a deemed permit is known commonly as a “grandfathering” determination.
It is undisputed that the confined feeding operation (CFO) holds two development permits that
were issued by the municipality before January 1, 2002.
Development permit 33/74 was received March 25, 1974 and refers to a feedlot as a proposed
use. There are no associated animal numbers with that permit. Development permit, 166/75
was received October 22, 1975 and states 2500 to 3000 head. The feedlot has been in
continuous operation since it first started in 1974. Reviews of aerial photos show that, between
2004 (Appendix 1) and 2021 (Appendix 2), there were no changes to the footprint of the CFO,
including the feedlot pens and the catch basin.
Under section 18.1(1)(b) of the Agricultural Operation Practices Act (AOPA), the owner or
operator of a confined feeding operation that existed on January 1, 2002 with respect to which a
development permit was issued, with that development permit in effect on January 1, 2002, is
deemed to have been issued a permit under AOPA. The capacity allowed by a deemed
approval is the capacity authorized by the development permit. If not authorized by the permit ,
it is the capacity of the enclosures to confine livestock on January 1, 2002 – section 18.1(2)(b)
of AOPA. In this case, the development permit authorized a capacity of 2,500 to 3,500 “head.”
Not specified in the development permit is the type of beef livestock at the operation.
On September 14, 2021, City Packers Feedlot (2003) Ltd. (City Packers), requested in writing
“to apply for a 7500 head beef finisher grandfather permit for our feedlot.”
There are two questions this grandfathering determination will endeavour to answer. The first is
the type of beef livestock confined on January 1, 2002 (finishers, feeders, or calves). The
second, because the requested grandfathered number is greater than the livestock number in
the municipal permit, is the physical capacity of the feedlot (number of animals) on January 1,
2002.

2.0

Context

2.1

Legal context

Under section 18.1 of the AOPA, the owner or operator of a “confined feeding operation” that
existed on January 1, 2002 with respect to which a development permit was in effect on January
1, 2002 is deemed to have been issued a permit under the AOPA. The capacity allowed by that
deemed approval is the capacity of the enclosures to confine livestock on January 1, 2002. In
the AOPA, “confined feeding operation” is a defined term in section 1(b.6):
“confined feeding operation” means fenced or enclosed land or buildings where
livestock are confined for the purpose of growing, sustaining, finishing or
breeding by means other than grazing and any other building or structure directly
related to that purpose but does not include ... livestock seasonal feeding and
bedding sites....
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The Administrative Procedures Regulation under AOPA includes section 11 governing deemed
permit investigations. Section 11(1) of the Regulation states that:
11(1) At the request of an owner or operator for a determination related to a deemed
permit under section 18.1 of the Act, or in response to a complaint where a
determination of the terms or conditions or existence of a deemed permit is required, an
inspector shall conduct an investigation to determine the capacity of a confined feeding
operation or manure storage facility
(a) that was in place on January 1, 2002, or
(b) that was constructed pursuant to a development permit issued before
January 1, 2002.
The NRCB has formalized and systematized grandfathering decisions by adopting processes
set out in section 11 of the Adminstrative Procedures Regulation under AOPA and through
these two policies.
1.
2.

Operational Policy 2016-5: Determining Deemed Capacity for Grandfathered
Confined Feeding Operations; and
Operational Policy 2016-6: Public Notice for Grandfathering Decisions.

Together, these two policies and the Administrative Procedures Regulation provide the
framework to establish the facts and the scope of the grandfathering determination process.
NRCB Operational Policy 2016-6: Public Notice for Grandfathering Decisions (updated April 23,
2018) at part 2.2, paragraph 3 reads:
The term ‘capacity’ refers to the number and type of livestock that a CFO is permitted to
have under AOPA. Accordingly, a CFO’s “deemed capacity” is the capacity allowed by
the CFO’s deemed – that is, grandfathered – permit under the act.
Furthermore, paragraphs 5-7 read [bolding added]:
Even if the municipal permit specifies the facilities and livestock, the CFO owner
sometimes claims to have deemed facilities, or capacity that is greater than the
facilities or the capacity specified in the municipal permit.
In these instances, in addition to identifying the municipal development permit, the
NRCB may also need to determine what CFO facilities existed on January 1, 2002, the
type of livestock they contained, and the facilities’ physical capacity (that is, the
number of livestock they could reasonably confine) as of that date. These facts must
also be determined if a CFO did not have a municipal development permit on January 1,
2002.
Viewing section 11 [of the regulation] as a whole, then, and in light of the several
components of grandfathering determinations, the NRCB interprets section 11 as setting
out procedures for determining all aspects of grandfathering, rather than just the CFO’s
deemed “capacity.”
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2.2

Standard of proof

Section 11 of the Administrative Procedures Regulation under AOPA states that, at the request
of an owner/operator, an inspector shall conduct an investigation to determine the capacity of a
CFO in place on January 1, 2002. Grandfathering determinations require findings of fact.
Whether a CFO existed on January 1, 2002, above threshold, is a question of fact. Similarly,
what type of livestock and the capacity the CFO was feeding on January 1, 2002, are also
questions of fact.
If not otherwise specified in legislation, the standard of proof in a civil administrative proceeding
like this is on a “balance of probabilities”—that is, whether a relevant fact is more likely than not
to be true.

2.3

Grandfathering process

One of the ways to hold a deemed permit under AOPA is for an operation to have been issued a
development permit that was in effect on January 1, 2002. In the case of this operation, they do
hold municipal permits from prior to January 1, 2002. At issue in this investigation is this: the
physical capacity of the facilities, and what type of livestock were being confined and fed at the
CFO on January 1, 2002.
Consistent with the plain text of section 18.1 of AOPA, the investigation focuses on facts as they
existed on the precise grandfathering date of January 1, 2002. However, I generally sought
evidence as to the type of livestock and the livestock capacity at the operation between 2000
and 2004. Considering the operation for at least two years before and two years past the
January 1, 2002 grandfathering date seemed useful because witnesses might not remember
what occurred on the exact date of January 1, 2002. Also, considering how an operation
functioned over a range of dates might shed additional light on how the operation functioned on
a given day within that range.
In addition, the NRCB generally uses a pragmatic and flexible approach toward applying the
January 1, 2002 grandfathering date. This approach is reasonable because a more rigid or
stricter application of the January 1, 2002 grandfathering date could lead to unfair results if, for
example, an operation happened to have emptied its enclosures on January 1, 2002, or was
half-way through rebuilding or constructing the enclosures on that date, or had shut down
temporarily due to short-term market crises. Thus, the 2000 to 2004 range was meant to
generate sufficient evidence to apply this pragmatic and flexible approach.
I sought neighbours’ perspectives on the factual questions of capacity and type of livestock
being confined and fed on January 1, 2002. I wanted to collect relevant historical information
from those who may have lived in the area around that date. Notice is required in section 11(2)
of AOPA’s Administrative Procedures Regulation. Before determining a deemed approval for an
operation that was in place on January 1, 2002, the NRCB inspector is required to provide
notice to those parties “who would be entitled to notice under section 19(1)” of AOPA for a new
CFO with the same capacity. That capacity is the larger of the claimed or current capacity (see
NRCB Operational Policy 2016-6: Public Notice for Grandfathering Decisions (updated August
23, 2018) at part 3.1).
In this case, the claimed capacity is 7,500 beef finishers, which puts the distance for affected
persons entitled to notice under section 19(1) of AOPA at 2.0 miles. The distance is set out in
section 5 of the Part 2 Matters Regulation. On October 5, 2021, public notice of the
grandfathered (deemed) permit determination was published in the Sunny South News and
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Lethbridge Herald. In the notice, I advised of the claim by City Packers Feedlot 2003 Ltd. for a
deemed permit for 7,500 beef finishers, and I invited the public to provide written submissions
related to the status, capacity and type of livestock produced by the CFO on January 1, 2002. I
also invited the public to apply for status as directly affected parties. The deadline for written
submissions was November 3, 2021.
In addition, on September 28, 2021, I mailed 241 courtesy letters to people who, according to
the county, reside on or own land within a 2.0 mile distance of the operation who might have
relevant information as to the capacity and type (beef calves, beef feeders, or beef finishers) of
livestock that the CFO produced around January 1, 2002. The courtesy letters included
information similar to that in the public notice.

3.0

Evidence

3.1

Information from Paul Adams and Cody O’Donnell

Paul Adams stated he has been a part of the ownership group of the feedlot since it began
operating in 1975. He also stated that the footprint of the CFO has not changed since it was
built. Together we reviewed aerial photographs from both 2004 and 2021. The footprint has
stayed consistent.
He stated that they have been feeding between 7000 and 8000 head of finishing cattle since the
early 1980’s. They were unable to produce documentation from that timeframe as an ownership
change occurred between 2002 and 2003 and the whereabouts of the documentation was
unknown.
Cody O’Donnell, who is now managing the feedlot, stated that they currently have the capacity
to feed 7,500 head of finishing cattle. He said they could likely feed more if they were to reduce
the square feet per head, however they comfortably fit 7,500 head of beef finishers in their pen
space.
They were also able to provide letters from former associates of the feedlot. John Bekkering,
former Manager of Southern Feeds, stated that they sold feed to City Packers Ltd prior to the
2002 ownership change and continued to sell feed to City Packers Feedlot 2003 after the
ownership change (Appendix 3). Feed was purchased for approximately 7000 head of finishing
cattle. Scott Boulton was a shareholder of the feedlot in 2002 before Paul Adams took over
control in 2003. He stated that the feedlot was valued as a 7000 head finishing feedlot at the
time of the ownership change (Appendix 4).

3.2

Information from municipalities and regulatory bodies

Under the Part 2 Matters Regulation under AOPA, the municipality where the CFO is located is
an affected party (see section 5 of the regulation). As such, Lethbridge County is an affected
party. In addition, by owning land within the notification radius, the City of Lethbridge is also an
affected party. They are also both directly affected parties in this deemed permit determination,
as they would be if this were an application for an approval today (see section 19(6) of AOPA).
A written statement from Lethbridge County was received on September 29, 2021:
In the previous grandfathering application I had noted that there were permits issued for
the feedlot dating back to 1974 and 1975. Please see the attached documents that
indicate the feedlot was to have 3000 head of cattle.
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A written statement from the City of Lethbridge was received on on October 29:
For the above-noted notice, the City of Lethbridge is one of the landowners near the City
Packers feedlot. The City owns the land and operates a facility in S 04-010-21 W4M. We
are aware of the feedlot and believe it has been operating for over 30+ years. Please
see the attached the City’s Verification Time-lapse Imagery of the feedlot. The City has
no issue with the grandfathered status claim by the City Packers.
Letters were also sent to Alberta Health Services (AHS), Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP),
Lethbridge Northern Irrigation District and Alberta Transportation, seeking any information they
may have related to the grandfathering request. AEP replied to the NRCB letter stating they had
no information relating to the grandfathering request.

3.3

Evidence from neighbours

The newspaper notice in the Sunny South News and Lethbridge Herald, as well as the courtesy
letters mailed to residents and owners within two miles of the CFO, invited people to provide
written statements related to the CFO on January 1, 2002. The notice and letter also contained
information on applying for status as a directly affected party.
We did receive a written statement from, Ann Baran, with information relevant to this
grandfathering. See Appendix 5 for the County of Lethbridge - ILOs 2003 Stats sent by Ms.
Baran.
“I am contacting you in regards to the Notice of Status Determination for the City
Packers feedlot published in the Sunny South News. I have no interest in this particular
application but I do have information I received from Lethbridge County back in 2003
when the area was known as the County of Lethbridge and CFOs were still being
referred to as ILOs. In the early 2000s I presented at the Klapstein Commission held in
Lethbridge Lodge in regards to the permitting process for CFOs (ILOs).
The purpose of the hearings was to receive public input as to which authority should be
delegated with the responsibility to determine if an application permit for a CFO should
be accepted. Previously, the individual counties and municipalities held that authority,
however policies were inconsistent between jurisdictions so the government wanted to
determine if there was a need for a standard provincial process which would be
implemented by one "agency".
The document I kept for my records was labelled as the "County of Lethbridge - ILOs
2003 Stats". I did provide a similar document at the Klapstein Commission with similar
details but that was many years ago! I've scanned the first page of the document and
the page that shows the City Packers permit number, both documents are attached to
this email.
Hopefully that will be of some help with this Notice of Determination. If you find the
document of value for possible future status determinations, I can scan the entire
document and email it to you.
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I am the ENGO representative on the N.R.C.B. Policy Advisory Group and we live on
N.E. 28-11-19 W-4, south of Turin in Lethbridge County. As I mentioned above, I have
no personal interest in this matter; only information which may be of help.”

3.4

Affected persons and directly affected parties

Section 11(5) of the Administrative Procedures Regulation under AOPA requires that an
inspector’s decision report on a grandfathered (deemed) permit determination include reasons
on whether affected persons that made a submission are directly affected parties.
Affected persons in this determination were the municipality in which the operation is located
(Lethbridge County); the city that owns land within the 2.0 mile notice distance (City of of
Lethbridge); and all neighbours who own or occupy land within the 2.0 mile notice distance. By
proxy through section 19 of AOPA, these are determined by section 5 of the Part 2 Matters
Regulation.
In this case, both the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge County, as directly affected parties,
submitted a statement. Ann Baran is not considered to be a directly affected party as she
resides outside of the two mile radius.

3.5

Other evidence

City Packers requested a grandfathering determination claiming 7,500 head of beef finishers.
Part of the determination requires assessing whether there were finishers or another type of
beef livestock on January 1, 2002. The beef livestock types in AOPA include: feeder calves
(<550 lbs), feeders (450-900 lbs), and finishers (900+ lbs). In this determination I have used
finishers (900+ lbs) as it is City Packers’ claimed livestock type.
At the outset of the inquiry, I reviewed the NRCB paper file and entries from the NRCB’s CFO
database. I also reviewed historical aerial photos to ascertain, what facilties were on site on
January 1, 2002 and whether, between 2002 and 2021, there were any changes to the footprint
of the CFO, including the feedlot pens.
Specifically, I referenced and compared imagery from Valtus – 1999-2003 (Appendix 6), and
Google Earth imagery dated April 18, 2004 (Appendix 1) as well as October 7, 2021, (Appendix
2), for any visual change to the feedlot footprint. I also conducted a site inspection on June 2,
2021 to verify that the current footprint of the feedlot was the same as I had viewed in the 20022021 imagery.
I took steps to verify if the claimed capacity of the feedlot (7,500 finishers) would have fit into the
grandfathered footprint in 2002. Having first determined that the feedlot footprint had not
changed between 2002 and 2021, I used the 2021 Google Earth image to determine the
approximate area of all the pens at the site. The total calculated pen area was approximately
1,493,168 ft2 and the total bunk space was approximately 7,237 linear feet. I then entered those
values into Technical Guideline Agdex 096-81: Calculator for Determining Livestock Capacity of
Operations as They Existed on January 1, 2002. The Guideline states for finisher cattle, in a
southern Alberta feedlot (this site is considered to be in southern Alberta), pen space in 2002
was at 200 ft2/animal and full feed bunk space was at 1.0 ft/animal.
Based on the pen space allocation of beef finishers (900+ lbs) in southern Alberta, the
calculator provides a site calculated animal capacity number of 7,465 head of beef finishers.
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Bunk space calculations, using the Technical Guideline, indicate a capacity of 7,237 head of
beef finishers on full feed for southern Alberta.

4.0

Findings

4.1

Feedlot footprint

A review of aerial photos does show that, between 1999/2003 (Appendix 6) and 2021 (Appendix
2), there were no changes to the footprint of the CFO, including the feedlot pens. A site
inspection, conducted on June 2, 2021, also confirmed the footprint of the feedlot on this day
was the same as that in all the imagery. Therfore it is evident that a feedlot type facility, with the
same footprint as today, existed at this site on January 1, 2002.

4.2

CFO status, feedlot capacity and livestock type

The reviewed imagery and site inspection does confirm “feedlot” style pens at the site. This
includes permanent fence line feeding bunks, permanent pen board fence structures, concrete
feed bunks, a lack of vegetation in the pens, and sorting and handling facilities. All of these are
standard elements of a feedlot and not of a cow/calf operation or seasonal feeding and bedding
site (see NRCB Operational Policy 2015-2: Distinguishing Between Confined Feeding
Operations and Seasonal Feeding and Bedding Sites (For Cattle Operations) revised July 5,
2018.)
As stated above, Technical Guideline Agdex 096-81 advises for this site that the pen footprint
space would allow a total capacity of 7,465 beef finishers. The full feed bunk space would allow
a total capacity of 7,237 beef finishers.
The numbers in the Technical Guideline are not absolute, but provide an average industry
accepted standard for animal and bunk space allocations that were being used on January 1,
2002. The Guideline states: “Most of the available published data was gathered for planning
facility construction and was not derived from facilities as they were actually constructed.” The
Guideline further states: “Space allocations for beef cattle are based on pen size, bunk length
for full feed, and bunk length for limited feed. All three factors should be considered. The bunk
length is often the deciding factor for large pen spaces.”
Based on the livestock number ranges indicated by the Technical Guideline from 7,465 to 7,237
beef finishers, I am satisfied that the site had the capacity to feed (fit) 7,500 head of beef
finishers on January 1, 2002. Records and evidence was provided by City Packers as to the
type of beef livestock being confined, as well as the approximate number of livestock at the site
on January 1, 2002. Specifically, the letters from both Scott Boulton and John Bekkering refer to
the operation being a cattle finishing feedlot.
The AOPA livestock threshold levels set out in Schedule 2 of the Part 2 Matters Regulation
show that an AOPA approval is required for operations over 350 head of beef finishers.
Therefore, I conclude that the site was operating as a CFO on January 1, 2002 with a livestock
capacity above the approval threshold in AOPA.
I note that section 2(2) of the Part 2 Matter Regulations of AOPA, allows a CFO owner or
operator to change the type of livestock within the same category, without having to apply for an
approval amendment, providing the change will not increase the annual manure produced, or
the level of odour production. Because of this section, it is important for the owner (and the
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NRCB) to know the grandfathered type and number of animals, as the owner can change the
livestock type at any time following the requirements set out in section 2(2).

4.3

Directly affected parties

In this case, the City of Lethbridge and Lethbridge County submitted a written statement that
related to the grandfathering request. The City stated they had “no issue with the grandfathered
status claim”. Lethbridge County provided copies of municipal development permits from 1974 and
1975.

4.4

The status of the deemed permit today

A grandfathering determination makes a finding of the state of things on January 1, 2002. It is
possible for a number of intervening events to change the status of a grandfathered determination.
For example, if a CFO were abandoned since 2002, or if the grandfathered liner of a facility were
disturbed since between 2002 and today, the grandfathering determination may not be valid today.
In a recent decision concerning a grandfathered (deemed) permit determination (RFR 2020-04
Stant Enterprises Ltd. at pg 4), the NRCB Board implied that where 18 years have passed since
the time window used in a grandfathering, it may be appropriate to evaluate a question of
abandonment. If a facility were abandoned, that might invalidate its deemed permit today.
Assessing abandonment is not a prescribed process in the AOPA. Rather, it is a possible basis for
cancelling a permit. Under section 29(1)(b) of the AOPA, the Board (or an inspector with
delegated authority) “may” cancel a permit if the confined feeding operation, or manure storage
facility or collection area, to which the permit relates “is abandoned.”
The NRCB’s Operational Policy, 2016-3 Permit Cancellations under AOPA Section 29 (updated
April 23, 2018) guides how to assess whether an operation or facility is abandoned. That policy
puts the burden of proving abandonment on the person wishing to show it is abandoned. The
policy also directs the approval officer to consider the current use, current condition, steps taken to
keep it in condition, why the owner stopped using the CFO, whether the operation changed
ownership, and the intent of the operator in relation to the CFO.
Paul Adams stated that the feedlot began operation in 1975. At no period in time has the feedlot
ceased to operate. Having considered the evidence and issues that relate to assessing
abandonment, I am of the opinion that the CFO owned and operated by City Packers at
NE-32-9-21 W4M has not been abandoned since January 1, 2002.

5.0
Conclusion on question to be determined: status, livestock type and
livestock capacity on January 1, 2002?
Having reviewed all the evidence listed above, I have determined that the feedlot at NE-32-09-21
W4M, currently owned by City Packers Feedlot 2003 Ltd., existed as an above-threshold CFO on
January 1, 2002. I have also determined the CFO had a capacity for confining and feeding 7,500
beef finishers on January 1, 2002. Therefore, under section 18.1 of AOPA, the owner or operator
of the CFO has a deemed approval with the capacity for 7,500 beef finishers.
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The CFO has not been abandoned and the deemed NRCB permit is still valid today.
September 6, 2022

___________________________
Denny Puszkar,
Inspector – Compliance and Enforcement Division
Natural Resources Conservation Board
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6.0 Appendices
1. April 18, 2004 Google Earth Imagery
2. October 7, 2021 Google Earth Imagery
3. Letter from John Bekkering
4. Letter from Scott Boulton
5. Email from Ann Baran and County of Lethbridge - ILOs 2003 Stats
6. 1999-2003 Valtus Imagery
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Appendix 5: Email from Ann Baran and County of Lethbridge - ILOs 2003 Stats
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Baran
Denny Puszkar
re : Notice of Status Determination
July 9, 2021 1:31:21 PM

Hi Denny,
I am contacting you in regards to the Notice of Status Determination for the City Packers
feedlot published in the Sunny South News. I have no interest in this particular application but
I do have information I received from Lethbridge County back in 2003 when the area was
known as the County of Lethbridge and CFOs were still being referred to as ILOs. In the early
2000s I presented at the Klapstein Commission held in Lethbridge Lodge in regards to the
permitting process for CFOs (ILOs). The purpose of the hearings was to receive public input as
to which authority should be delegated with the responsibility to determine if an application
permit for a CFO should be accepted. Previously, the individual counties and municipalities
held that authority, however policies were inconsistent between jurisdictions so the
government wanted to determine if there was a need for a standard provincial process which
would be implemented by one "agency". The document I kept for my records was labelled as
the "County of Lethbridge - ILOs 2003 Stats". I did provide a similar document at the Klapstein
Commission with similar details but that was many years ago! I've scanned the first page of
the document and the page that shows the City Packers permit number, both documents are
attached to this email. Hopefully that will be of some help with this Notice of Determination.
If you find the document of value for possible future status determinations, I can scan the
entire document and email it to you.
I am the ENGO representative on the N.R.C.B. Policy Advisory Group and we live on N.E. 2811-19 W-4, south of Turin in Lethbridge County. As I mentioned above, I have no personal
interest in this matter; only information which may be of help.
Sincerely,
Ann Baran
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